
1. accessories the articles added to complete or enhance

outfits

2. accurate correct in all details; exact.

3. adaptation the process of making things of the same

type all have the same basic features

4. adopt to take as one's own

5. advancement moving forward to a higher level of status

6. advocate to speak in favor of; to support

7. affordable inexpensive, reasonably priced

8. alienate to turn away

9. ambiguously capable of being understood in more than

one way

10. approach a way of considering or doing something

11. aspiration a strong desire for achievement

12. baggy loose

13. biodegradable able to be broken down naturally

14. bourgeoisie middle class

15. brainwashing make (someone) adopt radically different

beliefs by using systematic and often

forcible pressure.

16. carbon

dioxide

CO2

17. coercion use of force to get someone to obey

18. composition the makeup of something

19. conformity adjusting our behavior or thinking to

coincide with a group standard

20. consequently as a result

21. conservative traditional

22. consolidation a hypothetical process involving the gradual

conversion of information into durable

memory codes stored in long-term memory

23. constitute to make up; be the parts of

24. Construction

Technology

related to the design and building of

structures

25. consumer a person who purchases goods and

services for personal use

26. craftsman a person who works at a job that requires

manual or artistic skill

27. crooked bent or twisted out of shape

28. cultivate to improve, refine

29. current of the present time

30. decompose to decay or to break down into basic

elements

31. degradation a decline to a lower condition, quality, or

level

32. denote to indicate

33. deprive to take something away from

34. derive to take or receive from a source

35. differentiation making a product different from other similar

products

36. discard to throw away

37. dishevelled sloppy, messy

38. dismiss put away from consideration; reject

39. distortion loss of accuracy

40. distribution the process of making something suitable

for the needs of a particular person

41. donate to give to those in need, often through an

organization

42. dye color

43. elegant graceful or refined in appearance or

behavior

44. embodiment living example of

45. emissions gases released into the air, especially by

cars and factories

46. employee a worker who is hired to perform a job

47. ephemeral lasting a short time

48. eternal lasting forever

49. existentialism a philosophical theory or approach that

emphasizes the existence of the individual

person as a free and responsible agent

determining their own development through

acts of the will

50. experiment to try something in order to discover what it

is like or find out more about it

51. fabric material, or cloth

52. fairly reasonably, moderately

53. foundations basis

54. fringed having a decorative edging of hanging

cords or strips

55. frugal thrifty, cheap

56. garment an item of clothing

57. haute couture high fashion

58. imposition an unwelcome demand; a burden

59. inconsistent not in agreement

60. indicator something that shows what a situation is like
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61. indiscriminately randomly

62. individuality qualities that make one person or thing

different from others

63. innovate to be creative; to introduce something new

64. intense very strong

65. intolerable unable to be endured

66. introversion dimension of personality in which people

tend to withdraw from excessive

stimulation

67. landfill a place to dispose of refuse and other

waste material by burying it and covering

it over with soil

68. mainstream respresenting widespread attitudes and

values of society

69. manufacture to make something, especially on a large

scale using machinery.

70. marginal insignificant

71. marginalization treatment of a person, group, or concept

as insignificant or peripheral.

72. massification the transformation of a product or service

that was once only available to the

wealthy such that it becomes accessible to

everyone.

73. mass

production

process of making large quantities of a

product quickly and cheaply

74. noble a person of high rank by birth or title

75. offensive causing anger or hurt feelings

76. operate to work, function

77. opress to keep down by force

78. overlook to ignore

79. pattern a repeated decorative design

80. perception the act of becoming aware through the

senses

81. personalization the process of making something suitable

for the needs of a particular person

82. perspective point of view

83. possession ownership

84. preconceived formed without complete knowledge

85. premises land and the buildings that are on it

86. Prêt-a-porter French term for ready-to-wear

87. prevailing most common; widespread

88. priority a thing that is regarded as more important

than another

89. progressive going forward to something considered

better

90. prohibitive so high as to prevent the purchase or use

of, forbidding

91. prominence importance

92. provoke stimulate or give rise to (a reaction or

emotion, typically a strong or unwelcome

one) in someone

93. purchase to buy

94. quantities amounts

95. radical extreme

96. rebelliousness the attitude of wanting to make a

revolution, or general disobedience

97. reposition moving to its normal location or other

suitable location

98. representative typical of, or the same as, others in a

larger group of people or things

99. retailer an intermediary who sells to consumers

100. ripped torn apart

101. sagging pants wearing one's pants around the hips

102. scourge a person or thing that causes great trouble

or misfortune

103. sector a part or division

104. shabby showing signs of wear and tear

105. show off behave to attract attention

106. signify be an indication of

107. sloppy messy; disheveled; untidy

108. spread have an effect on a wider or increasing

area

109. stance position

110. standardization the process of making things of the same

type all have the same basic features

111. stand out to be noticeable

112. status a social position

113. substance matter that has a uniform and definite

composition

114. sustainable able to meet the current demand for a

resource without depleting the future

supply

115. tailor a person whose occupation is making

fitted clothes such as suits, pants, and

jackets to fit individual customers.

116. tendency a likelihood of behaving in a certain way



117. textile a fabric made by weaving, used in making clothing

118. trend a general direction in which something is developing or changing

119. uniformity the quality or state of being uniform

120. upgrade to move up a step or level

121. vanity excessive pride

122. variability likely to change often

123. wage an amount of money paid to an employee at a specific rate per hour worked

124. wasp-waisted (of a piece of clothing) very narrow at the waist

125. waterway a system of rivers, lakes, and canals


